Support International Ocean Governance (IOG)

JOIN THE IOG FORUM

#IOG
#OceanEU

FLASH ME!
The IOG Forum: what – and what for?

A stakeholder platform to support the follow-up and further development of the EU’s International Ocean Governance agenda for the future of our oceans.

Mobilising IOG stakeholders worldwide – including EU Member States and partners, international organisations, the private sector, civil society and science – to share and discuss challenges, practical experiences, solutions and pre-conditions for success for:

- Improving the international ocean governance framework
- Strengthening international ocean research data and knowledge
- Reducing pressure on oceans and seas creating the conditions for a sustainable ‘blue’ economy

How and when can you contribute?

- Participate in the IOG Forum large-scale conferences
- Contribute to its thematic working group discussions, webinars and workshops
- Share your views via online surveys to define priority issues and actions
- Spread the word about the IOG Forum and support our efforts via your own communication channels

We count on your experience, views and ideas to inspire result-oriented dialogue on improving international governance of our oceans towards global sustainability objectives.